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Step1: Use the stud �nder/level by pressing against 
drywall and holding down button.  Slowly slide the 
stud �nder/level left and right until red LED begins 
to blink.  This will indicate the edge of your wood stud.  
Locate and mark the edge of one stud in the desired 
panel location.  You may verify the outside edge of the 
stud by tapping a thin nail through the drywall until the 
edge of wood stud is located.

Step 2: Once the edges of the stud have been 
determined, �nd the center point between the two 
edges and mark a short vertical line to indicate the 
center of your stud.

Step 3: Expose adhesive on reverse side of template.

This product must be mounted into a single 
wood stud, or into solid concrete.  For solid 
concrete installation start with Step 3.

 IMPORTANT 

Step 4-1: For solid concrete installation, level template
and press �rmly into place at desired location.  For wood 
stud installation hold template level and align center 
slots with vertical marks on wall indicating the center of 
studs. Once the installation template is aligned with the 
stud center and level, press �rmly into place.
Step 4-2: Mark two mounting locations to align with center 
of stud or directly onto concrete wall.  Use one 
top and one bottom as shown above.
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WOOD STUD 

 INSTALLATION TEMPLATE 

Remove template from wall and discard
in recycle container.  Refer to instruction 
manual to complete installation.
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Step 5: Drill pilot holes as shown using appropriate 
drill bit.
SOLID CONCRETE DRILL: 5/16” Drill Bit. Once hole is 
drilled blow out debris and widen hole with 3/8” 
WOOD STUD DRILL: 7/32” (5mm) Drill Bit

STUD

Reduce.Reuse.Recycle. 
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ATTENTION:
During Step 4 mark your drilling location here.
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